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**October 2012 Computer Training**

**MON**

1. Blackboard 'What's New' @ 10am (Boca)

2. "Owl Apps" Overview @ 9am (Boca)

3. Blackboard Basics @ 1pm(Boca)

4. Blackboard GradeCenter @ 9:30am (Boca)

5. "Owl Apps" Overview @ 2pm(Boca)

6. "Owl Apps" Overview @ 9am (Boca)

7. "Owl Apps" Basics @ 1pm(Boca)

8. "Owl Apps" Calendar @ 1:30 pm (Jupiter)

9. "Owl Apps" Forms @ 2 pm (Boca)

10. Blackboard GradeCenter @ 1:30 pm (Jupiter)

11. "Owl Apps" Spreadsheets @ 2pm(Boca)

12. "Owl Apps" Overview @ 10 am (Jupiter)

13. "Owl Apps" Calendar @ 10 am (Jupiter)

14. "Owl Apps" Calendar @ 1:30 pm (Jupiter)

15. "Owl Apps" Forms @ 2 pm (Boca)

16. Blackboard Basics @ 2pm(Boca)

17. "Owl Apps" Calendar @ 10 am (Jupiter)

18. "Owl Apps" Forms @ 2 pm (Boca)

19. Blackboard GradeCenter @ 1:30 pm (Jupiter)

20. "Owl Apps" Spreadsheets @ 2pm(Boca)

21. "Owl Apps" Calendar @ 10 am (Jupiter)

22. "Owl Apps" Forms @ 2 pm (Boca)

23. Blackboard Basics @ 2pm(Boca)

24. "Owl Apps" Calendar @ 10 am (Jupiter)

25. "Owl Apps" Calendar @ 1:30 pm (Jupiter)

26. Blackboard Assignments/ SafeAssign @ 1:30 pm (Jupiter)

27. "Owl Apps" Calendar @ 10 am (Jupiter)

28. "Owl Apps" Calendar @ 1:30 pm (Jupiter)

29. "Owl Apps" Calendar @ 10 am (Jupiter)

30. "Owl Apps" Calendar @ 1:30 pm (Jupiter)

31. Excel Level I @ 9:30am (Davie)

**All Boca Computer Classes are held in Building 22 Room 146**

To register: https://swise.fau.edu/training